
I AM CHAIR
The new task chair from Techo



I AM CHAIR
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DESIGN & INCEPTION
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Justus said the biggest challenge when designing the look of the chair 
was making sure all the technology was cleverly hidden and integrated 
while the style and elegance of the chair stood out.  

Key aims for I AM:

I AM Chair designer: Justus Kolberg

One of the main elements he focused on was the 
backrest, making sure it was flexible and moved 
well. After that was in place, he implemented a 
sliding seat pan that moves through the frame of 
the back; preventing an uncomfortable gap when 
adjusted to its furthest setting. 
 

- elegance

- comfort 

- user-friendly

- business-like

- versatile



ADJUSTMENTS & SUPPORT
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Highly Adjustable
The I AM office chair adjusts easily and in
many different ways. This is what makes
this office chair suitable for 98% of all
people. While seated, the adjustment
knobs are easily reached and set to your 
own preference. With a push or flick of 
a button, you will adjust the various 
options to suit your posture. 

Further Support
I AM offers a number of clever options
in addition to the standard adjustment
layout. A cushion can be added to the
lumbar support, for example, providing
extra support for your back. And for
those who require more counterpressure, 
we offer an inflatable lumbar support.
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ADAPTABLE FEATURES

3D Armrests
I AM offers a a diverse and responsive armrests to support 
different activities. The 3D armrests provide plenty of 
adjustability and 36 to 51cm of space in between the two 
armrests, making it highly suitable for long work hours.

Autofit Synchro Mechanism
You can adapt the I AM chair to your preferred setting via 
the synchronous mechanism. You can also have the Autofit
synchronous mechanism adjust the chair for you, creating 
an optimal balance and perfect seating position. 

Height Adjustment Height Adjustment Width Adjustment Width Adjustment Depth Adjustment Depth Adjustment 

3D ARMRESTS:



SUSTAINABILITY & RESPONSIBILITY

Maintenance Repairs & Upgrades Remanufacturing

Circular Service
Techo offers the following optional services in order 
for you to make optimal use of your I AM task chair.
•  I AM is installed by skilled Techo fitters, 
 allowing you to get to work right away.
•  Preventive maintenance will ensure that your   
 chair is always at its highest utility.
•  Has your chair become redundant? You can 
 return it and we will give it a new lease of life   
 where it will be recycled and refurbished.

Responsibility 
Techo stands for high-quality products and 
we remain responsible for those products 
throughout their lifecycles, while reducing 
waste production where possible. 

When your I AM chair has reached the end 
of its lifecycle, we will repurpose it or refurbish 
it to brand-new, as part of our commitment to 
creating a greener and more resourceful world.

       The process techo employs for manufacturing, transporting, 
 maintaining and reusing our products can be highlighted in 
              the diagram within and showcase our  
             environmental aims and efforts 
            with the I AM chair. 

Manufacturing
We always make sure the levels of 
our manufacturing emissions are at 
least 10% under the EU guidelines. 

Logistics
During the design process we 
take the product’s packaging 
into consideration to reduce its 

volume, weight and waste.

Reuse
The recycling and reusing of 
certain parts of the I AM chair 

formulate the basis of the 
product’s lifespan cycle.

Maintenance
We extend the life of products 

by means of quality craftmanship, 
regular maintenance and the 

replacing of any faulty components.

Transportation
For transportation throughout 
Europe we only use lorries with 
emissions category 4 or 5. We 

also strive for 20% of our 
transportation to be accounted 

for by rail and water.

Materials
A key aim is to prevent waste 
production. We select materials 

based on their suitability for 
reuse and the level of 
energy consumption.

Assembly
Ease of assembly is taken 

into account during the design 
process of complex products, 
parts and components. This way, 
materials are used efficiently and 

retain their value for reuse. 

I AM CHAIR LIFECYCLE

Satified Customer
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ACCREDITATION
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ANSI/BIFMA X7.1-2011(R2016) Standard Test Method for Determining VOC 
Emissions from Office Furniture Systems, Components, and Seating according 
to ANSI/BIFMA e3-2019 Furniture Sustainability Standard

Mechanical Saftey Test approved: 
EN 1335-1:2000/AC:2002, EN 1335-2:2018, EN 1022:2018, 
EN 1728:2012+AC:2013
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